
VYV, a residential complex in Jersey City, New Jersey, by Perkins Eastman, with 
interiors by Studios and Arrowstreet, reflects the area’s cultural renaissance 

the art of living

text: jen renzi
photography: eric laignel
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Previous spread: Pavilion, an interactive, 11-foot-tall sculpture by Maximilian 
Pelzmann, stands on the amenity deck’s concrete pavers at VYV, a two-tower 

residential development in Jersey City, New Jersey, with architecture by Perkins 
Eastman and interiors by Studios Architecture and Arrowstreet.

Left, from top: Another sculpture by Pelzmann, Totem, and built-in seating of FSC-
certified ipe anchor the northeast corner of the amenity deck, near the south tower. An 

oak screen separates the south tower lobby from the coffee bar. Right: A birds-eye 
view of the ¾-acre deck reveals a lap pool at its center; photography: Andrew Rugge/

courtesy of Perkins Eastman.

Opposite top: In the resident dining room, a cluster of LED pendant fixtures is 
corralled within the ceiling’s canted planes while Jessie Morgan’s Elements 1429-30 

diptych, in mixed media on aluminum, accents the sidewall. Opposite bottom:  
A printed Chromalux artwork graces the south tower lobby.

Imagine this scenario: Your urban apartment is your refuge, an airy two-
bedroom with abundant daylight spilling in through floor-to-ceiling windows, 
a chef-style island kitchen, and ooh-la-la harbor views. You just loooove 
hanging out there and can’t believe your good luck in scoring a lease at this 
sanctuary-like property. But sometimes you need to get away from being 
away from it all: You crave a bit more social interaction on a Saturday after-
noon than solo living provides; you need to Zoom your colleagues and then 
nail a deadline. . .but your roommate’s having a rap-fueled Peloton marathon; 
your tween’s incessant TikTok-ing in the living room is driving you mad. 
Wouldn’t it be nice if a coworking pod or putting green, an outdoor gaming 
lounge or hammock grove, were just an elevator ride away? 

If you live at VYV (rhymes with jive) in Jersey City, New Jersey, this amenity-
rich dream is your reality. The 853-unit residential complex is the first com-
plete block of Hudson Exchange West, an ambitious 18-acre development by 
Brookfield Properties and G&S Investors that aims to reinvent the area’s river-
front. A veritable micro-neighborhood under one roof (well, make that two), 

VYV is “an integration of all aspects of living,” says Roberto Garcia, associate 
principal at Perkins Eastman, the architecture firm behind the two-tower 
compound, with interiors by Studios Architecture and Arrowstreet.

The project kickstarted about five years ago with the northern tower; mid-
way through construction, the team was given the go-ahead to design phase 
two, an adjacent edifice to the south (conceived as its sibling rather than its 
twin), plus an interstitial parking garage with a nearly 1-acre rooftop serving 
as a landscaped extension of the amenity space that occupies level eight of 
both 35-story spires. Over the course of the multiyear build-out there was a 
change in ownership—Brookfield Properties acquired the initial co-developer, 
Forest City—and in the target demographic, as young families proved a more 
dominant force in the local rental market than first thought. That presented 
an opportunity to fine-tune the branding and the public spaces as well as to 
diversify the amenity programming during phase-two expansion. “The client 
saw the direction Jersey City was headed and responded to it with the design 
of the second tower,” Perkins Eastman senior associate Leo Patterson says.

Key was creating cohesion between the interior public spaces and the exterior 
architecture, which Perkins Eastman had labored to make both contextual to 
the waterfront’s industrial warehouse vernacular and inviting to the neighbor-
hood, introducing strategic angles and cutaways that break down the massing 
to a more human scale. That sensibility repeats inside, in the form of elements 
like the canted oak-slat screen separating the south tower lobby and coffee 
bar; the fitness center’s ribbons of LEDs; and faceted ceiling planes that capi-
talize on the loftlike volume of the public spaces. “We took our cues from the 
building’s unusual shape,” Studios associate principal Myung Jung affirms. 
“In the north tower, for instance, the hearth room ceiling is angled like the 
roof of a house, while, in the south tower dining room, we did the inverse 
form, which is more sculptural.” 
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A play of similarity and difference distinguishes the two towers. “The north 
one is moodier and more refined, with darker wood finishes; the south one is 
lighter and more energetic,” Jung continues. Millwork, for instance, shifts from 
fumed eucalyptus paneling to paler Nordic-inspired white oak. Arrowstreet, 
which oversaw FF&E of the south tower and led the art program, ran with the 
peppier vibe. “The developer wanted to elevate the branding a bit and really 
create a lifestyle for the project,” director of interior design Sallyann Thomas 
Farnum reports. “We conceived the interiors so the residents get the VYV 
experience from the moment they walk in the lobby all the way through to  
arriving at their apartment.” Palette and motifs draw from and modernize 
the brand’s “prismatic” aesthetic, Thomas Farnum adds. The art program is 
most emblematic of that directive, with color-saturated abstractions by 
Stanley Casselman, Eric Freeman, J. Margulis, Jessie Morgan, and others.

Sophisticated jewel tones work well in the daylight-strewn spaces. Patterning 
throughout is replete with crisp geometrics. Furniture is elegantly minimalist 
and appropriately multipurpose. Trickiest was nailing seating in the coworking 

“A play of similarity and difference distinguishes the two towers”“A play of similarity and difference distinguishes the two towers”  

Left, from top: The north and south towers, completed two years apart, are connected 
by an LED-illuminated ribbon that extends from the plaza level to the eighth-floor 
amenity podium and contain 853 units; photography: Andrew Rugge/courtesy of 

Perkins Eastman. Flooring of wood-look LVT and rubber anchors the gym, illuminated 
by linear LED pendants. Right: A view from the communal kitchen shows an untitled 

acrylic on linen by James Miller and the adjacent lounge. 

Opposite top: The terrace room in the north tower features fumed eucalyptus 
paneling and Patricia Urquiola chairs. Opposite bottom: Her Tufty Time sectional 
sofa and Bette Klegon Halby’s site-specific ,shaped and molded acrylic on canvas 

outfit the nearby hearth room.

PROJECT TEAM 

LIZ MENDELSOHN: ARROWSTREET. YI-JEN HUANG; JOHN PEARS; MEGAN MCCRARY: PERKINS EASTMAN. 

BRIAN PILOT; GRAHAM CLEGG; JYUTIKA BAHETI; HIROSHI JACOBS; JENNIFER HICKS; THOMAS 

ZAPOTICZNY; MIRANDA KONTNER; KATHRYN VERGEYLE: STUDIOS ARCHITECTURE. DRESDNER ROBIN: 

LANDSCAPE CONSULTANT. LAM PARTNERS ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING DESIGN: LIGHTING 

CONSULTANT. GREEN VILLAIN: ART CONSULTANT. MCNAMARA SALVIA; WSP: STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS. 

COSENTINI; MGENGINEERING: MEP. SUFFOLK CONSTRUCTION COMPANY: GENERAL CONTRACTOR.

PRODUCT SOURCES 

FROM FRONT BONALDO: COMMUNAL TABLE (LOBBY). STILLFRIED: CHAIRS, STOOLS. THE RUG COM-

PANY: RUG (DINING ROOM). PORCELANOSA: FLOOR TILE. CATTELAN ITALIA: TABLE. PRATO SETTE: 

CHAIRS. LINDSLEY: PENDANT FIXTURES. MAHARAM: WALL COVERING. INTERFACE; PLITEQ: FLOOR-

ING (GYM). CORONET: LIGHTING. KEMBER LAM: PANELING. FLOR: CARPET TILE (LOUNGE). LA CIVI-

DINA: TABLES. TABU: PANELING. ANDREU WORLD: SOFA (LOUNGE), CHAIRS, TABLE (TERRACE ROOM). 

BERNHARDT TEXTILES: BENCH FABRIC (TERRACE ROOM). ARCHITECTURAL VENEERS: PANELING. NOW 

EDIZIONI: WALL COVERING. RESTORATION HARDWARE: RUG (TERRACE ROOM), TABLE (HEARTH ROOM). 

STONE SOURCE: FLOOR TILE (TERRACE ROOM, HEARTH ROOM). B&B ITALIA: SOFA (HEARTH ROOM). 

TIBETANO: RUG. SPARK MODERN FIRES: FIREPLACE. THROUGHOUT HANOVER: CONCRETE PAVERS. 

SYNLAWN: SYNTHETIC LAWN. JUNCKERS: WOOD FLOORING. BAMCO METALS: EXTERIOR PANELS. 

CARDINAL; PEERLESS PRODUCTS: WINDOWS. KAWNEER: CURTAIN WALLS. 

area. “It was critical to get it right in terms of chair backs and such, making 
sure that someone could sit comfortably for an hour and work or take a 
phone call,” Thomas Farnum explains. “We also needed to specify furniture 
that felt residential rather than officelike but that had embedded technol-
ogy.” A sign of the times on many levels, she and her Arrowstreet team made 
sure that even seating in the alfresco barbecue and lounge areas was suit-
able for work sessions. 

An exception, perhaps, is Pavilion, a habitable interactive sculpture by 
Irish-born local artist Maximilian Pelzmann. It anchors the deck’s southeast 
corner and has become a favorite hangout spot of residents, young and old, 
who are wont to drape themselves on its inviting orange curves, a perfect 
spot for gathering—or for getting away from it all.  

See page 150 for more on VYV’s art program.
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With paintings and sculptures threaded through the 
public spaces, artwork is fully integrated into the VYV 
experience. The program both reinforces the develop-
ment’s energetic yet sophisticated brand identity and 
also celebrates Jersey City’s strong local arts scene, 
which is anchored by a renowned institution: Mana 
Contemporary, a studio and ex hibition center located 
in a converted tobacco warehouse nearby. 

Two internationally exhibited artists with ateliers 
at Mana feature prominently at the VYV buildings. 
Maximilian Pelzmann, who has a second studio in 
Northern Spain and is known for small and large sculp-
tures in such mediums as glass, bronze, and foam core, 

contributed the large-scale 
Totem and Pavilion to the 
project’s amenity deck (see 

pages 145 and 146). Then, in one of the lobbies, are 
compositions by painter Stanley Casselman. For his 
Liquid Series, he creates intriguing abstractions by 
pushing acrylic paint or synthetic polymer through the 
backside of polyester screens and then manipulating 
them medium further with custom spreaders; the 
pieces are then surfaced with a layer of silver nitrate. 

Though the VYV collection, which also includes 
works by Bette Klegon Halby, J. Margulis, and Jessie 
Morgan, is museum-quality, the goal ultimately was 
to create a homey vibe. “The art is there,” explains  
Sallyann Thomas Farnum, director of interior design 
at Arrowstreet, which led the program, “to make sure 
the spaces feel residential.” 

e tc.

artists in residence

This page, from bottom: Maximilian Pelzmann sanding his  
ma quette for Pavilion at VYV. The Jersey City–based artist’s Cloud Form, in 

Hydrocal-coated high-density recycled foam core. Harmony of Sound, a trio of 
sculptures in lost wax–cast bronze with high-polish patina, also at VYV; 

photography: Eric Laignel. His second studio in San Sebastian, Spain. 
Photography: courtesy of Maximilian Pelzmann. 

Opposite, from top: Stanley Casselman forcing acrylic through a polyester 
screen with custom spreaders; photography: courtesy of 

Stanley Casselman. His Liquid (Z8M1), in chrome over 
synthetic polymer on polyscreen, in VYV’s 

south tower lobby; photography: Eric Kieley. 
His atelier at Mana Contemporary; 

photography: Eric Laignel. 
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